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A NOTE OH AFRICAN ENTREPREETMJKSHIP AHD MANAGERIAL SKILLS

1. Industrial development in Africa depends largely on the quality

and quantity of the human resources - on its entrepreneurs, managers,

technicians and skilled industrial workers0 Of these the entrepreneur

who combines the functions of business promotion, capital provision

and risk taking, technical adaptation and management has a dominant

role.

2. Industrialization at the rate desired by African countries requires

the accelerated development of industrial entrepreneurs, managers and

related skills. Such development can only "be achieved through the

provision of a satisfactory climate, a clear enunciation of government

policy, allocating a proper place to the indigenous private seotor,

adequate training facilities for developing technical and managerial

skills and preferential policies in regard to tariffs, taxation and

government purchase.

3* While Africa has its share of entrepreneurial skills, these have

traditionally operated in agriculture and commerce. A majority are

market traders, retailers in food, textiles and general goods, buying

agents and distributors of imported goods. There is a smaller middle

stratum of wholesalers) importers, owners of workshops, transport and

other service establishments, and a tiny top group of relatively large

manufacturers» exporters, commercial and service firms.

4. Foreign investors are likely to find that individual entrepreneurs

of the type and calibre required as partners in large joint enterprises

in the private seotor are as yet scarce* For scrae time to come, there

fore, partnership with foreign investors will have to be provided or

at least guaranteed by the State or other national institutions such

as development corporations, co-operative unions, marketing boards.

Meanwhile, foreign entrepreneurs and firms will do whatever is possible

and oonsistent with the proper management of their business to encourage,

promote and aid the growth of enterprise among' Africans.
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5. Foreign entrepreneurs and investors may, under proper conditions,

come forward to establish large-scale industries. But they are not

likely to take interest in medium- and small-scale industries in

Afrioa. These have to "be initiated and operated "by African entre

preneurs, with African capital.

6. During the early stages of development, such enterprises are

important for African countries• They were so, thirty to fifty years

"back, in the economies of present-day developed areas (Europe and

Japan); they provide half the total employment in industry, and they

still occupy a significant place as contributing units to large-scale

industrial complexes. Medium- and small-scale firms will provide, as

it were, a stepping stone to big industry. Africans will have their

first lessons in industrial management in them before they move on to

establish and operate large-scale organizations,

7. The scope for industrial development in African countries is large,

the ratio of industrial output to the gross national product is small

in most of them, -while with the intensification of balance of payments

difficulties, the need to produce, at home, substitutes for imported

goods has increased greatly. Where the national markets are small for

particular goods, efforts have to be made to bring neighbouring coun

tries together to co-operate in creating wider markets,

8. Some of the articles will have to be produced on a large scale,

so as to bring down their cost per unit and Africans may not be able,

for some time to come, to undertake such enterprises. In consequencej

these ouet be initiated and operated by foreign entrepreneurs and

investors either on their own or in partnership with Africans. In

the case of partnerships, the foreign entrepreneurs will naturally

wish to know before they start any enterprise, the capacity)! the

interest and the business skill of their African partners. And,

of course, whether the venture is undertaken by foreigners entirely

on their own, or jointly with Africans, they will wish to acquaint

themselves with the state of the markets for the products as well

as for the iraputs.



9. In working with Africans, the foreign entrepreneur will have to

revise, in some measure, certain preconceptions derived from his own

cultural background^ he may find, that while in certain respects, e.g.,

in dealing with risks outside Africa, his African partner may not "be

his equal, the latter has a "better understanding of local problems and

even better clues to the exploitation of the local market.

10. The crucial issue for African countries is, therefore, to train

managers and entrepreneurs rapidly enough to keep up with the desired

growth rates of their industrial sectors. This is a task, in which

for obvious reasons, foreign firms and institutions and African

Governments must co-operate;; special efforts much be made to identify,

encourage and develop African managers and entrepreneurs.

11. Agriculture and. trade have been traditional activities in African

societies and they are- often combined. It is usual for a farmer to

engage also in trade and in the marketing of his own and his neighbour's

agricultural produce. With the development jf agricultural crops for

export - trading activity was further extended and African buyer-

middlemen emerged for the collection of export products for supply to

export houses. Successful supply agents set up their own brokerage

and e.xport agencies and because of their knowledge of markets, acted

as distributors of imported products. Consequently, transportation

services as well as credit financing came to be organized and operated

by this group.

12. African agriculture has, by and large, developed on lines which

offer small scope, if any, for the growth of enterprise. The principal

export crops are produced on millions of small farms, using limited

resources and primitive techniques0 Moreover, the communal land tenure

system which prevails in much of Africa, inhibits investment and is,

in part, responsible for the continuance of subsistence cultivation.

The result has been a lack of change in the technique and methods of

African farming, and the absence of the innovating entrepreneur on the

African farm. Plantations offer a good scope for large-scale investment
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and enterprise in agriculture. Up to now, however, the establishment

of plantations owned and managed by foreigners has "been resisted in

some parts of West Africa. Plantations could certainly add to the

income and wealth of African countries, "but the distance between them

and the average African farm producing the same crops, in terms of the

capital, technical and managerial resources employed were so great that

the latter learnt little from the former, while the political risk of

a settled white minority "based upon plantation farming was ever present

in the mind of Africans looking forward to early independence. The

situation, has, however, changed with the attainment of freedom "by

most African countries, and it may "be advisable to encourage the esta

blishment of plantations on the initiative of foreign entrepreneurs

but with Africans coming in as share holders and partners in management.

This new pattern of co-operation "between non-Africans and Africans

may not only stimulate the growth of African enterprise, but also'

raise the level of technology in African agriculture in general,

13. In construction, African and non-African enterprises exist side

by side. But the majority of the larger concerns are owned and

operated by foreigners; they are, in fact, usually branches of parent

firms in industrialized countries abroad. The small contracting

businesses.owned by Africans operate in urban areas, devoting their

activities to the building of houses and small structures. There

are, besides, African artisans who construct modest dewllings in

rural areas. However, the present division of the field between

African and non-African entrepreneurs need not continue indefinitely*

The demand for construction is increasing> particularly of large

public worksj major buildings and housing programmes, and is creating

an opportunity for Africans to be increasingly associated with n6n-

Africans in joint construction enterprises. •

14. Large numbers of entrepreneurs come from the artisan and crafts

man groups such as the jeweller, carpenter, mechanic, shoe-maker,

tailor, blacksmith? plumber, etc, and these often develop small-scale
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industrial activity. African-operated manufacturing activities are

however limited both in numbers and size. These include firms engaged

in food processings "building materials production such as "bricks j

tilesj cement products; manufacture of ready—made garments, textiles,

soap, oosmeticsj plastic goods and soft drinks; vulcanizing and

retreading; furniture making besides other light consumer goods.

15» While enterprise is, basically, an attitude of mind, managerial

ability is a bundle of skills which individuals can acquire through

training and experience. Of course, attitudes are influenced by social

traditions and skills always operate within given social milieu. The

static conditions in which most African societies have remained for

long do not make for a high degree of enterprise nor do they facilitate

the unhampered use of managerial skills. For example, it is said that

the extended family system in Africa is an obstaole to the proper

exercise of his function by the African manager; he is subject to

pressures for assistance and jobs by his tribal relations; he may, in

consequence se?,eot his assistants and deputies on grounds other than

those of competence. Again, up to now, the best graduates of African

universities have gone into the professions and the civil services,

because of the prestige that these have carried in African societies,

the bias in the African system of education, and the limited opportuni

ties the educated African had for entering into business,

16. But these cannot be regarded as permanent characteristics of

African societies; they are the products of circumstances, and they

will be replaced by other values as these circumstances change, the

growth of the money economy is already fostering new social values

and modifying present notions of family and tribal responsibility^

which are being readjusted to fit in with the increasing sense of

responsibility of the individual to the wider unit viz., the society

of the nation to which he belongs and not only to the family and

the tribe.
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IT. The increasing output of educational institutions is also help

ing, though in a rather costly manner, to bring about desired changes.

Immediately after independence there were many vacancies in administra

tion and foreign service which had to "be filled "by Africans, This

has been done. Most of these positions are now occupied by relatively

young men, so that the ambitious graduate leaving the university has

to look to other fields, viz. commerce and industry, in which opportuni

ties for promotion are likely to expand with the expansion of African

economies.

18. Increased knowledge is probably the key form of encouragement

an entrepreneur can receive. It is the nature of an entrepreneur to

take risks in the face of uncertainty - as his degree of uncertainty

decreases, he will be able to innovate with less risk, and to be more

successful with the risks he does take. The knowledge to be acquired

is of two types - technical and business background knowledge of the

type he could learn in schools or training programmes! a*^ knowledge

about opportunities. The first type of knowledge requires no greatly

different teaching techniques than the present educational efforts of

governments and business enterprises.

19. Opportunity knowledge, however, is something rather special.'

It involves not only publicity about unmet demands and investment

possibilities, but great quantities of all sorts of current commercial

information which an entrepreneur, because of his initiative, may be

able to develop into market opportunities. As those opportunities,

and the.basic economic data become better known in the community,

students are likely voluntarily to shift the emphasis of their

continued education toward acquiring more of the technical and general

business education so that they will be able to take advantage of the

opportunities.,

20. Furthermore, the depth of commitment of assets in the production

process involved in industry calls for a measure of guarantee or support

from government. In the absence of industrial estates the entrepreneur
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would have to put up "buildings and provide the necessary services of

water, power, and sanitation facilities often at a cost as high as 40

per oent of the fixed capital. He would be further required to pay

for and import the machinery required and install these, organize

the purchase of raw materials, start experimental production, face

losses until he can establish quality of his products. All of this

entails commitment of his capital over a period of 1-2 years without

significant return. The trader could, on the other hand, have a turn

over several times, often a higher ratio to the capital invested and

can quickly adapt his business to changes and fluctuations without,

much operation loss and relatively little danger to his capital. It

is in this sense that government policies and the climate they can

create by.allowing for risks to be determined in advance, greatly

assist the development of entrepreneurship in industry.

21. In taot, the number and the quality of African managers, outside

industry, have improved in recent years more than is realized. In

several parts of Africa, Africans represent 15 to 30 per cent of the

managerial cadre in foreign firms, and in many indigenous firms the

entire management is African. For instance, Africans now comprise

virtually the entire staff of the Volta River Authority in Ghana and

the Enugu Coal Industry in Nigeria, Africans oomprise smaller, but

significant? proportions of managerial positions in a Vest African

timber mill, an East African textile factory and a large Higerian

plantation. It would seem from their performance in fields which

have been open to them that Africans possess thebasio managerial

skills though they have;not had, as yet, much opportunity to exercise

them in the field of manufacturing. But skills special to manufacturing

can be imparted and acquired. It is this belief which accounts for

the increasing facilities for management training on the oontinent, .

established by African: Governments as well as foreign firms and

institutions.



22. Some training programmes in use in Africa today also include

sessions during which Africans and non-Africans exchange critiques on

one anotherrs performance as managers. By this method, "both groups

learn skills and, even more important, are exposed to the new folkways

needed for co-operation on the basis of equality. This is necessary^

for the techniques of management development have to "be adapted to the

cultural background of Africans and.to. the conditions in which they

have to work, .■■.-,.-

23. Foreign companies in manufacturing enterprises can play a great

role in providing training in various"skills both technical and

managerial to embryo entrepreneurs. Where joint enterprises are set

up, the agreements should provide for such training and prescribe

the proportion of African and foreign personnel in all cadres including

policy and decision-making levels. In one Asian' country, the foreign

personnel and their functions are determined for each year up to five

years at the end of which only the minimum number (usually two)

necessary to secure their interests are permitted to remain on the

similar management. But perhaps less stringent policies may need to

be followed in African countries if Africans are to be attracted to

industry as a career.

24. A further important contribution by foreign companies to African

entrepreneurship is in the field of marketing of locally manufactured

products. Most foreign concerns have considerable experience of modern

marketing techniques, both as distributors of imported goods and as

exporters of local produce. By acting as distributors on their own

and in co-operation with marketing organizations set up by each country

specifically to assist local entrepreneurs, they will help to overcome

marketing difficulties for new ventures. If such assistance can be

combined: with-in-oompariy training of African marketing executives, it

would greatly assist those persons with technical background but little

commercial and trade experience to turn to manufacture.



25- The last ten years in Africa have "been a period of change -

adaptation by the African to his newly industrializing society, and

change for many foreign enterprises - to accommodate themselves to

African independence and desires for economic development. During

this period there have "been mistakes all around, and well-intentioned

activities which have come to naught. But, there have also been som«

encouraging successes in mutually beneficial accommodation. It is

one of the purposes of this Conference to discuss frankly the problems

and misunderstandings which still exist and to identify and evaluate

the many activities which African Governments or foreign enterprises,

or both, may engage in to develop African entrepreneurs and managers*

26. Some of the issues which this Conference might wish to discunn

are:

(i) The need for African Governments to decide on policies and

techniques fors

(a) the promotion of social and economic conditions under

which the successful entrepreneur and manager can

enjoy public approval and economic benefit;

(b) the provision of a variety of business services such

as financial institutions, technical advice, government

purchase preferences, and facilities for employee train

ing,

(ii) The need for foreign investor/industrialists, where appropriate

to:

(a) encourage sub-contracting of parts originally produoed

within the plant - particularly encourage employees

who are technically familiar with the manufacture of

some component to take up this activity as a private

enterprises
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(b) offer and encourage stook ownership among employees,

suppliers and buyers;

(c) help organize community business organizations

(credit associations, buying co-operatives, chambers

of commerce);

(d) assist his African business associates (suppliers and

buyers to obtain loans, technical assistance, long-term

contracts and access to the industrialists own training

programme).




